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1. Introduction
This deliverable aims to provide an overview of the final release of the MME prototype. To this end,
the report describes shortly the implementation aspects of the prototype and elaborates on the
updates with respect to the initial version. The current new and updated functionalities are explained
in the form of a user guide, which includes screenshots of the prototype accompanied by descriptions
of the offered capabilities.
The Final MME platform is the evolution of the Intermediate Prototype that was delivered at May
2020 and reported at D1.3 v1. The updates of this version are based on the received user feedback as
well as the available requirements. The main updates towards this goal are the implementation of
additional features such as: the Calendar, the File Manager, the Chat and the Scrum Boards.
The scope of this document is to act as an appendix to the final version of the ΜΜΕ prototype and, as
such, it is structured as follows:


Section 2 provides an overview of the system architecture



Section 3 presents a user guide with the main functionality of MME platform



Section 4 concludes this report
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2. Overview of the MME platform
The MediaMotorEurope Platform is the main collaboration e-hub of the MediaMotorEurope project,
aiming to: 1. improve collaboration, cross-fertilization and cross-border activities between hubs 2.
connect all actors of the Media ecosystem 3. provide a set of services for SMEs and startups operating
in the Media system 4. disseminate information regarding the Media sector and its recent
developments. The final version of the MME platform has been implemented based on the
requirements and the architecture design presented in D1.2: Platform Requirements.

2.1 System Architecture Overview
In this section we provide a high level overview of the platform architecture. Following the
requirements analysis, an initial architecture is presented that was derived according to established
design principles and in direct correspondence with the identified system technical specifications. The
architecture specifies the main functional components of the envisioned system and the foreseen
methods for their communication and collaboration. The following Figure depicts this high level
overview.

Figure 1: High Level Architecture

2.1.1 Presentation Layer
Starting from the Presentation Layer, initially a public access website of the project is implemented.
Under this web site user can find general information on the project as well as information about the
participants, goals, news, open calls and events. Additionally, the presentation layer includes the user
authenticated platform which provides capabilities and components such as:
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Contacts



To Dos (Personal Task Manager)



Notes



Calendar (Event Manager)



File Manager



Chat (Private / Public)



Scrum Boards (Agile Group Task Manager)

The Presentation layer will gradually be enhanced with more functionality depending on the needs of
the project users.

2.1.2 Business Layer
The business layer contains all the controllers of the backend application. These components
implement functions such as:


User Authentication/Administration



Database Administration



Services

This layer will also serve as the source of MME API calls which will expose the necessary datasets to
the other MME components as well as to the authenticated users. For the purposes of implementing
the business layer Node JS is used.

2.1.3 Storage Layer
The Storage layer includes the Data Repository of the MME Platform and the publicly accessible
website. As mentioned above, this layer will include a Mongo DB which will hold all the relevant
information on users and the platform and an SQL which stores and handles the public information
respectively.
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3. User Guide
The following section, presents a User Guide for the final release of the MME platform. The MME
consortium
has
acquired
the
following
URL
for
accessing
the
platform:
https://www.cp.mediamotoreurope.com/login.
The structure of the final version of the MME platform consists of the following pages / components:


Register | Login | Reset Password



My Account



Contacts



To Dos



Notes



Calendar



File Manager



Chat



Scrum Boards

The following sections provide an overview of the MME platform including snapshots and short
descriptions per webpage.

3.1 Register | Login | Reset Password
Users can either register, login or reset password in the platform’s homepage, providing the relevant
information in each case.

Figure 2: MME platform “Login” screenshot
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Figure 3: MME platform “Register” screenshot

Figure 4: MME platform “Reset Password” screenshot
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3.2 My Account
My account page contains personal information for the user that must be completed after
registration. A personal photo is highly recommended to be used.

Figure 5: MME platform “My Account” screenshot

3.3 Contacts
The contacts component provides users with a list of all registered members and their relevant
information such as contact details (phone, email), job, company, role etc. This information is public
to all registered users. Search and filtering functionality is available and applies in all types of the
available information e.g. a member can search for a specific name, filter all the mentors, filter results
by a company etc.

Figure 6: MME platform “Contacts” screenshot
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3.4 To Dos
To-Do component provides users the possibility of keeping a list of personal todos (tasks). Users can
create | update | delete a to-do task, add labels on it, mark it as completed | important | starred,
filter results, order results, search by keywords. Each user has access only to his personal to-do list.

Figure 7: MME platform “To Do” screenshot

3.5 Notes
Notes component lets users maintaining a board of personal notes. Users can create | update |
delete a note, add labels | image | time stamp on it, filter results, order results. This is not a public
view component. Each user has access only to his / her personal notes.

Figure 8: MME platform “Notes” screenshot
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3.6 Calendar
Calendar is an event manager for maintaining public events. Any member of the platform has access
to view all events. Creation of events is restricted to partners. Startups can suggest an event which
may or may not be approved by partners.

Figure 9: MME platform “Calendar” screenshot

3.7 File Manager
File manager is a tool for maintaining a library of files. Any user can upload a file and then grant
access to a group or groups of the platform. The members who have access to a file, can download it
and read its metadata information. Type and size restriction apply in the files that can be uploaded.

Figure 10: MME platform “File Manager” screenshot
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3.8 Scrumboards
Scrumboards is a tool that makes collaboration between users more efficient and agile. A user can
create a board, lists of tasks and assign any task to any user. Associated users can then edit the tasks
and monitor their progress.

Figure 11: MME platform “Scrumboards” screenshot

3.9 Chat
Chat component contains of Public and Private Chat component. Any user can either have private
chat with any member of the platform or chat in a public room. Predefined public rooms for all
groups are available. Flagging system (unread message indicators) alerts users for new private or
public messages. Users are also notified for new messages through emails.

Figure 12: MME platform “Chat” screenshot
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4. Conclusion
This document is the report following the prototype deliverable D1.5 about the final version of the
MME platform. This is a final working version of the prototype that offers the set of the expected
functionalities, and will act as the test-bed for the MME stakeholders to experience with this initial set
of MME provisions and assess the concepts and knowledge conveyed by the project.
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